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Dual challenges of food Insecurities and wastage



Research motivation to focus on civic engagement



IPCE Research Award Project Activities
 Partnership

with the Plant Chicago
 Review of existing tools
 Development of Chicago Food Waste Management Planning
& Awareness Tool



Food for thought

Dual Challenges of Food Insecurities and Wastage
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Over one third of food produced for human consumption is wasted.
Over 100 million tons ($218 billion worth) of food supply is wasted
each year and most end up in landfills (EPA, 2020; ReFed, 2016).
Over $70 million every year is spent on the US Supplemental
Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP).
Just 30% of wasted food could have fed all the food insecure
Americans for their entire diet (Leib et al., 2017).
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Life Cycle Impacts of Wasted Food
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Sources: Brancoli et al., 2017; PLOSONE; National Institute of Diabetes; Digestive and Kidney Diseases; LOVEFOODHATEWASTE.COM; Action 2020; SPUR; Lipinski B. et al. (2013); Elara.

Pressing Need and Silos in Practice
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First ever nation-wide goal (EPA and
USDA, 2015) to reduce food loss and
waste by half by 2030.
Actionable implementation strategies
and/or infrastructure generally lacking.
Most of existing waste programs only
focus on centralized systems of
composting; other management
methods/strategies are largely ignored.
Food wastage, insecurities, and health
are managed in three systems.

Case Illustration in Chicago
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Wasted food

Institutional
34K tons,
9%

 450,000

tons per year (Ai & Zheng, 2019)
 About two thirds from residents
 14,000 tons of recovery potential



Recoverable food
 27

tons/day surplus food from
businesses and institutions
 9600+ locations

Residential 246K tons,
63%

Commercial 111K
tons, 28%

Ai, N., & Zheng, J. (2019). Community-based food waste modeling and planning framework for urban regions. Journal of Agriculture, Food
Systems, and Community Development, 9(1), 1-20. https://doi.org/10.5304/jafscd.2019.091.009
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Chicago Food Waste Study:
Connecting Local Supply and Demand
 Impacts on equity, transportation impacts, and resource inefficiencies
 Varying volume and density of food waste generation across city neighborhoods
 Mismatch between surplus food clusters and communities in need (Ai and Zheng, 2019)

Importance of Policy and Civic Engagement
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Limited knowledge and data about food waste
Relatively low residual value, high frequency of generation, and from
large number of locations – economies of scale matter
Lack of economic incentives to reduce food losses and wastage,
especially for non-industrial sectors
Need for multiple types and complimentary infrastructure and
programs in support of circular economy
Solutions and impacts depending on local profile (heterogeneities)

Partnership with the Plant Chicago
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Sept 28, 2019

Review of Existing Tools
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Over 20 tools at global and regional levels
Various focus: technical assistance, information-sharing, equipment, biotech, pickup/delivery services
Approaches:
 Enabling marketplace for surplus food recovery (B2B or neighborhood)
 Re-marketing unsellable and “ugly” food
 Programming and up-cycling surplus produce or food residuals (beer, energy bar,
prepared meals, industrial products)

Images from left to right: [1] https://www.foodrescue.io/; [2] http://olioex.com/; [3] http://cdn.psfk.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/loveuglyfood.jpg; [4] http://cleantechnica.com/files/2012/11/Re-Nuble.jpg.

THE CIRCLE OF LIFE

Urban Model for Surplus
Food Recovery
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(Drexel Food Lab,
Philadelphia, PA)
(O’Donnell 2015)

Community Tool Development
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Goals (identified needs from our review)
 Provide

community-specific data reference
 Balance environmental and socioeconomic goals
 Enable an interactive web interface
 Allow user feedback for data validation and model
improvement (ongoing work)
 Facilitate future updates and/integration with other tools



URL: go.uic.edu/foodwaste
Comments and feedbacks are welcome and appreciated!

go.uic.edu/foodwaste
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Transforming Urban Challenges into Opportunities:
“Closing the Loop” of Food
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Ning Ai. “Modeling Food Waste for Neighborhood-Based Sustainable Practice.” The International Society for Industrial Ecology
Conference, Surrey, UK, July 7-10, 2015.

Need for Convergent Knowledge and Planning
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•
•
•
•

Environment

Compliance and progressive zero waste plans
Determine locally specific MWM methods
Plan across environmental media
Connections with other sustainability plans

Infrastructure

Finance

Budget planning for MWM services
Account for full costs when pricing for waste services
Dedicate MWM revenue to support recycling programs
Balance environmental and economic goals

Economy

•
•
•
•

Job creation through reuse, recycling, and remanufacturing (R3) activities
R3 industry development
Planning and policy tools for economic development from waste diversion
R3 requirements for business and consumers

Equity

Technology

Incorporate MWM considerations in new development reviews
Decouple waste volume from economic and population growth
Integrate material and waste management infrastructure
Plan for MWM infrastructure that integrates green design and environmental health
impacts through life cycle stages of MWM

•
•
•
•

Sustainable
MWM
Planning
Strategies

Ai and Leigh (2017)

•
•
•
•

• Controversy surrounding waste facility siting
• Market drivers and confounding factors that challenge equity goals
• Stakeholder involvement, zoning ordinance, and assistance programs towards equity
goals

• Data barriers to efficient and effective MWM
• Plan for community-specific MWM using smart MWM technology
• Employ planning tools that facilitate MWM data collection
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Food for Thought
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Education
 Knowledge-sharing
 Innovation
 Economies of scale
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Thank you!
Questions and comments
ain@uic.edu
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